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STUDENT DROP-OFF NOTES

Elementary Families--

To ensure the safety of all students and the most efficient drop off time for everyone, please

read through the following notes carefully.  If other family members drop your children off,

please make sure they understand these items as well.

Lane 1 -  This is the only drop off lane for students that are UNACCOMPANIED by an adult.  If

you are dropping a student off and not getting out of your vehicle, this is the lane you MUST

use.

Lane 2 - This lane is NOT meant for dropping students off.  It should be used only to exit the

lot once your students are safely out of your vehicle.

Parking Area 3 - Parking spots to be used if you need to get out of your vehicle or if you need

to walk your child to the building.

Lane 4 - Should not be used to drop off children. Creates an unsupervised crossing of Area 7

and holds up Lane 1.

Drop Off Area 5 - A nice option for dropping off if you wish to avoid the lot.  Students can

walk up the sidewalk to the entry.

Crossing Area 6 - Monitored by the administration. Where all students should cross the bus

lane.

Crossing Area 7 - Students  should NOT Cross this area alone.  Parents should accompany

students across this area due to Lane 1 and Lane 2 traffic.

Sidewalk Area 8 - Students can be dropped off anywhere along this sidewalk.  They should

then walk to Crossing Area 6 to cross the bus lane with Administration.
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